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For the past few weeks, we’ve been engaged in the first part of our year-long “Heart & 
Soul” discernment process. Show of hands. How many of you were able to participate in the first 
round of conversations on the question, “Who are we?”, as in who or what is this Fellowship? 

If you participated, you may have had a chance to hear one of your fellow members, 
Richard Kevin, tell a story in a session that he facilitated, a story by the late David Foster Wallis. 
Richard will have to forgive me if I get some of the details wrong as I share what he told our 
Heart & Soul group. 

The story goes that one day, there were two young fish swimming down the road. The 
fish were enjoying their lives, and doing what young fish do.  

As they made their way down the road, just swimming along, they came upon an old, 
wise fish, who was swimming up the road the opposite direction.  

As they passed one another, the old wise fish smiled at the two young fish and asked 
politely over his shoulder, “How’s the water, boys?” And then he went on his way.  

Well, the young fish kept swimming on down the road, silent for a moment. And then 
one turned to the other, who looked equally baffled, and asked, “What is water?” 

Richard told this story at the beginning of our discernment session in order to illustrate an 
important truth. Most of us are like those two young fish as we move through our lives. We’re 
often unaware of the water we’re swimming in.  

In a spiritual community, this water is sometimes called congregational culture.  
Culture is largely invisible, whether we’re talking congregational culture, or workplace 

culture, or any other culture. Some of you may have seen images of the Culture Iceberg.  
Essentially, imagine an iceberg with the snowy white tip above the water line and the 

bulk of the ice buried underwater. The tip of the iceberg is the part of culture we often perceive. 
For example, in this congregation we’re aware that Wednesday Night dinner, Sunday Worship 
and Wellsprings are important parts of the life of this congregation. We can name, or at least find 
a copy of, our 7 UU Principles. We can flip open our Sunday program and point out the Mission 
statement. We recognize the chalice as something we often light at the beginning of our services 
and even some of our meetings and religious education classes to symbolize that we have come 
together as a religious community to accomplish some purpose together. We know that it is okay 
to dress casually to church on Sunday and even to wear a Halloween costume to our Halloween 
service. 

But all of this, the explicit parts of being in community together, are just the tip of the 
iceberg. A great deal more that often goes unnoticed and unnamed, except in periods of great 
discernment, lies submerged under the surface of the water. This includes things that help shape 
all those more well-known things that we sometimes refer to as “just the way things are”.  

There may be no document outlining the underwater part of the iceberg, but many 
important things lurk there, just under the surface. Shared assumptions. Tradition and history. 



Patterns of behavior. Feelings about newcomers. Responses to authority. Ways of resolving 
conflict. Approaches to framing and solving problems. Priorities. Values. Ways of reacting to 
change and opportunity. 

A somewhat amusing example. I grew up in Phoenix, Arizona.  Back home in Arizona 
talking to your neighbors, even to say hello, is just a bit weird. If you wave hello at someone, 
they are often startled by the gesture, though they’ll sometimes wave back and even smile. But if 
you pass someone on the street, they’ll frequently ignore you entirely, not making eye contact. 
And if you’re at a restaurant or bookstore or other public place, having a conversation with your 
friends or family, it is considered very rude for a stranger sitting nearby to join in on that 
conversation. That’s just the way things are. Folks rarely realize that there are other ways one 
might be. For a long time, that included me. 

And then I moved here, to Raleigh, North Carolina. I have learned that there is a big 
difference between standards of social behavior in the Southwest, and Southern hospitality. 
When Smokie and I first moved here, we were astonished by the frequency with which random 
people in parking lots and on sidewalks would say hello or even strike up a conversation. And 
after the first few times folks at restaurants started joining in on our very interesting 
conversations, we began to realize that we hadn’t moved to a place with overly familiar people. 
We had moved to a place where people are just generally friendly with one another. Ya’ll are 
friendly even with folks you don’t care for; don’t think I haven’t heard “bless your heart” a few 
times now. 

So, we’re all fish swimming somewhat obliviously through the ocean of life, unaware of 
this thing called “water”. Yet the water of life is so much more than just culture, visible or 
invisible. The water of life is also the great mystery of life itself, which sometimes makes itself 
known to us, and sometimes carries us along unawares. And we as Unitarian Universalists are 
submerged in the holy task of exploring life in all fullness, and lifting up that which is of worth, 
together. 

The ocean of life isn’t good or bad, right or wrong, virtuous or evil, though it can be 
touched by all of these at times. Our lives are touched by so very much. Who among us has not 
had a life touched in some way by pain, sorrow and loss, but also by healing, compassion and 
joy? 

At times, our lives are calm, still waters, and at other times, stormy, troubled seas. 
Sometimes we feel like we can drink deeply of life, quench our thirst. But other times, we feel 
like we are being drowned by life, unable to take one drop more. I think we’ve all experienced 
both, if to different degrees. 

We explored these waters of life during our water communion during our Ingathering 
service a couple months ago.  Each of you brought a little container of water with you to church 
that morning, water that you had collected in places that are meaningful for you.  Those waters 
represent life, in all its complexity, as it touches all of us in our community at different times, in 
different ways. You came forward, pouring the water into our larger water communion bowls as 
John and I named a few things that the water might represent for you. Waters of rest and 
renewal, of adventure and joy, of sorrow and loss. Waters of change and transition, of healing 
and forgiveness, and waters of justice and service. 



Life throws all of these things at us, and more. And one of the reasons we come together 
in community is to explore life together, in all its complexity.   

Another reason is so we can face life’s challenges and opportunities together, knowing 
we are not alone as we face our challenges. 

The challenges life throws at us are like those grains of sand we heard about in our Time 
for All Ages. Perhaps you have some sand in your lives. Financial issues. Marital problems. 
Health issues. I know you do; I have spoken with many of you about these things, as have John 
and members of our Care Team. And like many communities, we face challenges here at UUFR 
too, as a community, just as we face challenges in our individual lives. 

Several of you participated in our Next Steps Weekend with the UUA stewardship 
consultant, Bill Clontz, and if not, I hope you’ll take a look at his report to the congregation, 
which is posted on the home page of our website.  

Bill outlined several challenges our community faces, several grains of sand making us 
uncomfortable here. These challenges include “difficulties in recruiting lay leaders and 
volunteers… the extraordinarily high number of member households that are not currently 
making a financial commitment to UUFR, as well as lower than might be expected median 
pledge levels.”  

In the first round of our discernment process, you named a few grains of sand as well, 
and also a few of the pearls of this community. Many of you lifted up that one of our greatest 
values here at UUFR is community, even as you lifted up how difficult it can be sometimes to 
feel connected to this community, to really get engaged, especially if you are new here. 

But here’s the thing. The recognition of that gap between our highest values and where 
we currently are as a community is actually a beautiful thing, my friends. That recognition 
creates a sort of creative tension between who we are and who we want to be, a tension that can 
create a little productive distress that lights a fire under our feet and in our hearts and minds. A 
fire that gets people thinking and dreaming and acting in new ways to bridge that gap between 
who we are and who we might be, should be.  

That is part of the reason the stewardship consultant also told us that the discernment 
process we’ve embarked upon is exactly the kind of work we need to be doing right now as a 
whole community. “Heart & Soul” is the kind of work that can help us grapple with those 
uncomfortable grains of sand, and transform them into something beautiful. 

The challenges we face are not insurmountable. Far from it. As Bill Clontz says in his 
report, “There is no reason why UUFR should look forward to the months ahead with anything 
other than a spirit of reasonable optimism. “ 

One reason for this spirit of optimism lies in the very nature of this community. Like the 
shell cradling the oyster and, yes, the grain of sand, UUFR is a holding environment. A holding 
environment, according to the adaptive leadership educator, Ronald Heifetz, is a space that holds 
all of those within it “in a process of developmental learning… a place to examine and make 
progress on hard problems”. A holding environment is also a place “for containing the stresses 
of…adaptive efforts”.   

Religious communities, at their very best, are holding environments. When faith 
communities are doing what they exist to do, they do not waste time grappling with the most 



insignificant parts of life, but the most profound. Religious communities are called to be holding 
environments, to wrestle with tough questions of ultimate importance, questions with 
transformative power for our lives as individuals, our lives together, and the wider world. 

So these challenges we face here at UUFR should not be something that we face with a 
sense of unease, but rather with a sense of excitement. We are in the business of 
transformation—just read our mission statement. Any challenge we face is an opportunity to be 
more than a sanctuary from the troubles and travails of the world, but rather to be a Cathedral of 
the World, as the late Rev. Forrest Church phrased it.  

In a 2001 book of the same title, Church described standing in a Cathedral of the World 
like this: “What before you took for granted is presented as a gift: difficult, yet precious and 
good. Not that you know what to do with your gift, or even what it really means, only how much 
it matters. Awakening to the call stirring deep within you, the call of life itself—the call of 
God—you begin your pilgrimage.” 

We are all pilgrims here, “kindred pilgrim souls”, as we sometimes sing in that much 
loved UU hymn, Blue Boat Home. We gather here not merely to seek solace from life’s 
challenges, but to wrestle with them together, with great intentionality about how we want to be 
together as we do this work. Why? Because we know that this work is sacred work, in the sense 
that it is work concerned with the profound things in life. And we have a responsibility to treat it 
as such, and to treat one another as fellow pilgrims doing sacred work. 

I can sense some of you perhaps cringing at this term, “sacred”. But I want to unpack it a 
little more together. We Unitarian Universalists belong to a long and noble Social Gospel 
tradition that says that one of the purposes of religious communities is to transform life for the 
good, to build a better world. Salvation is seen not as something otherworldly or metaphysical, 
but as liberation from the bonds of suffering and oppression. And the agent of salvation is seen 
not merely as divine, but human and divine. We are seen as participants, necessary participants, 
in the work of salvation, right here in this world. Call it salvation. Call it liberation. Call it 
freedom. Whatever we call it, it is sacred work. 

Unitarian Universalists today, and our Unitarian and Universalist forbearers, know that in 
our wrestling together with profound questions, positive transformation is possible and goodness 
is attainable – for us as individuals, for our church, and for the world. For Unitarians, it a better 
world was possible because of human goodness; for Universalists, it was possible because of 
divine goodness. For UUs, both are welcome; the point is, a better possible world, a better life, is 
attainable. But it requires grappling with tough challenges. It requires turning grains of sand into 
pearls. 

Pearls do not develop overnight. There is no magical or alchemical power at work in 
oysters that suddenly and miraculously transforms a grain of sand into a pearl. It can take up to 
twenty years, maybe even more, for a natural pearl to form, one thin layer at a time. Similarly, it 
takes time and effort to reveal and manifest the hidden opportunities in adaptive challenges. 

The term adaptive challenge may be familiar to some of you, and new for others. An 
adaptive challenge is sometimes easier to understand by looking at its opposite. 

Problems with quick, easy solutions are called technical challenges. Technical challenges 
are often resolved by replacing something busted in a system with something that works. It 
doesn’t involve reworking and even rewriting the system itself.  



 
For example, if people stopped attending services one summer because the air 

conditioning unit broke, we could simply replace the AC. If our stewardship troubles were 
simply the result of a failed stewardship campaign, we could just do a better job with our next 
drive. Those are technical solutions to technical challenges. 

But the most profound challenges in life—and frankly the most worthy of our time and 
energy—are not technical challenges. They are adaptive challenges. They are challenges that 
require transforming grains of sand, layer by slow layer, into pearls. 

Heiffetz, the adaptive leadership educator I referenced earlier, defines an "adaptive 
challenge as one which requires developing the organizational, cultural, and spiritual capacity to 
meet problems successfully according to our values and purposes.”  

An adaptive challenge can require changes of heart and mind, and sometimes of values. 
And they almost always require us to acquire new knowledge and, more importantly, new 
understanding. 

I recently saw a great cartoon that illustrates some of the adaptive challenges we face in 
our time.  In the cartoon, there is a teacher sitting at a desk before a classroom full of students, 
one of whom is raising her hand.  The teacher is smiling brightly and saying, “Children, today 
we’re going to learn code! It’s an important skill for a prosperous future!”  

The student with her hand in the air is looking concerned, and replies, “Teacher, after 
that, could we learn how to survive in a civilization threatened by ecosystem collapse, rising sea 
levels and the resulting geo-political turmoil, armed conflict and the increasing polarization of 
ideological orientations, and humanity’s seemingly insatiable appetite for stuff?” 

Learning to code is a technical solution to the adaptive challenges of our times, 
challenges that require new ways of thinking, new values and new ways of being in the world. 
But none of that can happen immediately. In a congregation, resolving adaptive challenges is a 
slow process. It happens with great deliberation, often during periods of deep discernment like 
the one we’ve embarked upon.  

It happens, like pearl-making, layer by layer. We layer living lovingly together in 
community upon dreaming together. We layer learning and growing together upon living out our 
covenant of how we want to be with one another. We layer holding one another accountable 
when we fall out of covenant upon welcoming one another back into covenant. We layer 
exploring our values upon re-assessing our values. Many layers, transforming a grain of sand 
into a beautiful pearl. 
 

This isn’t easy work. Holy work never is. The challenges we face—in these walls, and 
even more so, outside in the wider world—have no easy answers. There is no simple roadmap 
for us to follow. We have to discover it, blaze it, together, leaning on the wisdom of the past and 
hope for the future. In order for this community to be all that it is capable of becoming—in order 
to grow a new world, a pearl, in the shell of the old—we have to do our adaptive work. We have 
to wander in the wilderness a little, asking hard questions, deep questions, sacred questions. And 
we have to love one another along the way. 



As a congregation, we’ve just spent a little time exploring one of those sacred questions. 
There are still four more to go this year. You are all needed in this sacred work. Come, let’s join 
together and transform the challenges we face from a grain of sand into a beautiful pearl. 


